
CERAMIC ART HAS CONTINUED TO DEVELOP in a dynamic process since
the early years of 20th century,with contributions frommodern artis-
tic craft and improved ceramic technology. Diversified raw materials

and production methods allowed new modern concepts and tastes in the
ceramics arts to develop in addition to traditional preferences.
Ceramic artists have continued wondering, researching and freely experi-

menting other possibilities to express feelings using the clay in the hands.
Togetherwith the advanced and fast communication facilities,it becomes pos-
sible to examine easily and share the products and characteristic aesthetic tastes
of other ceramic cultures in any region of theworld,such as Far East,Europe and
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“Crude light can make us
blind as much as darkness.
The path of a philosopher
passes through ‘aesthesis’, that
is, a sensation test area before
ideas and essences. But
maybe this path is more
important than anywhere that
one is expected to reach.”
(Maurice Merlau-Ponty)

Above: Angela Mellor.
Arctic Light III. 2002.
Bone China.
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America.With the development of technology,diversified ceramic raw materi-
als, easy supply of suchmaterials and availability of different firing methods pro-
vided a space for ceramics artists for questioning and expressing ideas in a brave
way.Various factors are determinant in ceramics works,such as visual and con-
ceptual methods of expression,choice of clay and glaze,methods of construc-
tion and ways of exhibiting. Artists produce products with different styles
based on their individual emotions and preferences. In this article, the han-
dling of light permeability in the works of art and use of it in ceramic works as
an aesthetic element will be discussed.
Judgments about existence and absence of ‘light’ are generally opposites.

Light is an element that ensures our vision of the world, but sometimes it
obstructs such vision. A visual world comes into being with not only the light
that lightens the night but also the darkness that shades the light.
Light and shadow began being used in the pictorial art history upon discov-

ery of space based on perspective.An effect of the shadow,whichwas used as an
illusion tool until the Baroque period,became an abstract tool of expression in
this period.Shadow had been one of the main areas of interest in the works of
art at the end of Renaissance and especially in Baroque arts and was deemed as
a step taken towards modern art. This abstract element,which breaks off the
object with the colouring of shadow, has introduced new ways and points of
view for some areas of art.
Author Junichiro Tanizaki devoted his book named In Praise of Shadows to

the place of shadows in Far East architectural aesthetics. He says that imper-
meable shadow dominates the indoors of Japanese houses. This concept is
concealed in all kinds of details, especially in architecture. Light passing
through paper walls indoors is used and composed by different methods.This
‘shadow aesthetics’ discovered for indoors practice is an art of handling the
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William Lungas. Archi-
type 1. 2006. Porcelain

“ We are satisfied with this
modest life created with the
outer light, which is almost

invisible, maintains a bit of the
remaining life and hold on to
surfaces of the walls painted

with the colours of sunset. For
us, this lightness on a wall is

more valuable than all
ornamentations of the world

and this never tires us”
(JunichiroTanizaki)



light by filtering, using light beams under control and re-editing light. The
sense of perception, which becomes dull gradually with the semi-darkness,
causes us to perceive an uneasy silence,but also a feeling of interest.
The shadow aesthetics created by filtering of light greets us through the

clouds and leaves.And sometimes it flows through the curtains of a room and
creates a acquaintance and peaceful association.Filtered light and the shadow
effect it creates is an independent existence beyondmaterial.It wraps the audi-
ence and invites them to enjoy a simple mysterious silence.
In various published literature, it is specified that the first practice of editing

the translucency in an aesthetic manner was an Eastern one that originated in
performing arts known as ‘dream play’. In this performance, flying shadows
appear and disappear on a translucent screen. Visual language is used only as
illustration.This characteristic is one of the elements of visual composition in
modern performing arts.
Light’s filtering and creating of a semi-transparency effect introduces the

audience with the object behind the visible screen.This reality is behind the
bright daylight.Therefore,while the ceramic works ‘speaking the language of
colours’exists in the light,a translucent bone china work exists in the shadows.
A form that is not translucent reflects the light. But a bone china form bor-
rows some part of the light, absorbs and filters the light. Thereby, the shadow
is created within the bone china form.
Whenwe look at the bone chinaworks of AngelaMellor,we directly see the

form. Arctic Light is like a living organism. We see and feel that the form
becomes thinner and thicker with the differences in the walls of the forms.
Supporting this illusion,her works are considerably thin and fragile but strong
and elegant. In the works of Les Blakebrough, the illusion created with the
light permeability is brought to the limits of the fineness he achieves.
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Les Blakebrough. Bowl,
Southern Ice Porcelain.



The porcelain works of Willam Lungas, with
similar illusions and associations were exhibited
in a exhibition called Palimpsest in 2006.
Palimpsest1 is a word selected by the artist for his
exhibition by which he means a kind of paper
that can be reused by deleting the sketches on it,
a form used mainly by Albert Dürer and
Leonardo Da Vinci in the history of art.
As a result of such use, the shadows and

sketches drawn and deleted before created over-
lapping layers on the paper in time. Such draw-
ings, frequently seen in the sketches of
Renaissance,are also interesting for the art histo-
rian since they include traces of the working
process of artists.
Lungas arranges fragile flaky-thin plates back-

to-back and creates layers by lightening them in
Archi-type 1. While history resounds in such
forms, a inspirational reality is felt. In Archi-type
1,Lungas intends that the pyramidal towers with
memories in layers that remind is of historical
monuments or lived-in but deserted buildings.
“The user/audience should suspect that each
part of a design has another concealed meaning
in order to save expression during the design
process as much as creating suspicion – that is,
transforming a kind of illusion to the informa-

tion that all kinds of meanings are infinitive;designs conceal rather than
telling or showing, the ambition of the user/audience is to capture the
fact that the designs will tell/show everything – even other than the
meanings that the designers wishes that which his design reveals. Let’s
call it a kind of discovery.Once what is deemed as the meaning of the
design is found,we know that it is not the real meaning.Real meaning
is the shiftedmeaning.Possibly hylics2 are the oneswho finish the inter-
pretation processes by saying ‘yes I understood’…A real user is the one
that the mystery of a design is the space of the design”(Pehlivanlıoglu).
Translucent porcelains address the feelings of the audience, beyond

the visual sensation.MyHouse series addresses the places where people
live.Observing such structures only from the outside is not sufficient
for envisaging the house concept in our minds. Therefore, artificial
lighting in such works helps the audience to arouse their sensual expe-
riences. With this shadow play created, it is aimed at strengthening the
meanings attributed toHouse and bringing suchmeanings in the work.
Life is ‘felt’ in the bone porcelain houses.
Shadows reflecting on the walls give some clues about life together

with the planned relationships they conceal. Fired resistant porcelain
form appears to be fragile and subtle while telling the story of a fluid
and transparent cover that seems as a shadow. This makes the semi-
transparent porcelain works beyond objective reality, a temporary
world of imagination - edited by the artist and shared by the audience.
In this way it creates interest, dependent on lightness and darkness and
exists in shadow.
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Top: A. F. Ozgundogdu. House 11.
2004. Bone China.

Above: A. F. Ozgundogdu. Cocoon.
2004. Bone china.
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“ We defend that beauty
should be searched in the
shadow play occurring between
objects in semi-darkness not in
itself. Like a phosphorous
stone that glares in the
darkness but looses all of its
attraction as a jewel in
daylight, I think that there
will be no beauty without the
effect of shadow” (Tanizaki ).

A. F. Ozgundogdu. Angel.
2007. Bone China.


